Anisotropic Etching of SiC Whiskers
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ABSTRACT

We have demonstrated a method of producing nanoplatelets or complex well-ordered nanostructures from silicon carbide (SiC) whiskers. Preferential etching of SiC whiskers in a mixture of hydrofluoric and nitric acids (3:1 ratio) at 100 °C results in the selective removal of cubic SiC and the formation of complex structures resembling a pagoda architecture. Possible mechanisms governing selective etching are discussed. Reproducible results on SiC whiskers manufactured in different laboratories suggest that the self-patterning phenomena are common in SiC whiskers, and the same electroless etching procedure can be used to synthesize various complex nanostructures from more conventional nano- and microscale objects for use as building blocks in the fabrication of sensors, cellular probes, and electronic, optoelectronic, electromechanical, and other devices.

The development of low-cost lithographical patterning processes on the nanoscale level remains a great technological challenge, particularly when complex three-dimensional (3D) nanostructures are to be obtained. Self-assembly or self-organization mechanisms have been applied successfully to the growth of 0D and 1D nanostructures using spontaneous surface patterns, such as surface reconstruction,1 surface steps,2 or ordered dislocations at the surface.3 The growth of more complex 3D nanostructures with ordered features remains a challenge, and the development of new techniques that can manipulate matter on a nanoscale level may potentially be used for the fabrication of nanosized device components. Many applications require making not only small regular structures with shallow features but also nano-objects with larger voids that can capture molecules or nanoparticles; however, research in this area has been very limited.

An on-wire lithography process was proposed recently4 for making segmented nanowires with nanoscopic gaps. However, it is limited to easily etchable bimetallic structures. Complex shapes, such as spikes with protruding barbs, have been fabricated of Si at the micrometre scale level.5 However, this method is applicable only to silicon, and no nanoscale structures could be produced. SiC has attracted significant attention as a potential material for high frequency, high power, and high-temperature applications because of its unique electrical and thermal properties, such as a high electric field at breakdown (2 × 10^6 V cm⁻¹), a high electron velocity (2 × 10^7 cm s⁻¹), a large band gap (2.3 eV for cubic 3C SiC and 3.2 eV for the hexagonal 4H polytype), and a high thermal conductivity (400 W K⁻¹ m⁻¹).6 Despite its excellent electronic properties, the fabrication of SiC electronic devices with novel designs has been hindered by the chemical inertness of this material. Several dry-etching methods have been proposed and are used commonly for the fabrication of SiC devices.7,8 However, because of the strong physical component in dry etching, it has a low-etch selectivity between materials and can cause surface damage.9,10 Wet chemical etching is a desirable substitute for the dry-etching method because it produces negligible damage, can be highly selective, is relatively inexpensive, and can be done with simple equipment. In general, the wet etching of semiconductors involves oxidation of the surface and subsequent dissolution of the oxidized species. Oxidation requires holes to be supplied to the surface either via electrochemical circuit or chemically (by a strong oxidant).11 As such, wet electroless chemical etching is thermodynamically possible only if the potential of the semiconductor is lower than the redox potential of an oxidizing agent (in other words, if the semiconductor has a smaller affinity for electrons and is prone to giving away electrons to the oxidant). Similarly, the etching rate depends on the position of the semiconductor energy band relative to the energy levels of the redox couple in the solution.9

In this work, we demonstrate a method for the low-cost large-scale production of intricate 3D objects and hexagonal platelets by wet chemical etching of self-patterned SiC whiskers.

SiC whiskers grown by two different methods were used in our experiments including industrially produced whiskers12.
and experimental whiskers produced by carbothermal synthesis on carbon felt.\textsuperscript{13} Whiskers were etched electrolessly in the 3:1 mixture of 47–52\% HF (Fisher Scientific) and 70\% HNO\textsubscript{3} solutions (Acros Organics) at 100 °C for 3 h. After etching, whiskers were subsequently washed with DI water and collected on a polypropylene membrane with a pore size of 0.2 μm. Because the results obtained in the study are very similar for both types of SiC whiskers, the analyses of only one kind of whiskers (Figures 1–3) will be demonstrated in this paper.

The morphology of the samples was studied by scanning electron microscopy (SEM), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), and Raman spectroscopy. To separate the agglomerated whiskers, we ultrasonically dispersed them in ethanol for 1 min. Subsequently, a droplet was deposited on a lacey-carbon coated copper grid (200 mesh) for TEM analyses, on Si substrate for SEM, and on an Au-coated substrate for Raman spectroscopy studies.

SEM was performed using a Philips XL-30 environmental field-emission SEM. A 200-kV field-emission TEM (JEOL 2010F) with an imaging filter (Gatan GIF) was used for TEM analyses. Micro-Raman analysis was done using a RamanScope 1000 Raman micro spectrometer (Renishaw, U.K.). An Ar ion laser (λ = 514.5 nm) was employed as an excitation source for Raman studies.

**Morphology.** Figure 1a–d shows the SEM and TEM micrographs of as-grown SiC whiskers with a hexagonal cross-section, diameter of 50–1000 nm, and an average aspect ratio of 20–40. The dark lines perpendicular to the axis of the nanowhisker (Figure 1d) and the streaks in the selected area diffraction (SAD) pattern of the section shown in Figure 1d suggest the presence of stacking faults along the growth direction. The presence of stacking faults in the grown SiC whiskers is a common phenomenon. The extensive studies of various cubic SiC whiskers\textsuperscript{14–16} revealed that the primary defects in these whiskers are stacking faults distributed periodically (or nearly periodically) on the (111) planes perpendicular to the whisker growth axis.

Typical SEM and TEM images of the whiskers after etching are shown in Figure 1e and g, respectively. Clearly, the etching process was very selective to some parts of the whiskers, resulting in the formation of very unusual ordered nanostructures (Figure 1f and h), consisting of ~10-nm-thick platelets that are strung through an SiC rod. The formed nano-objects mimic some advanced architecture such as Japanese pagodas.

Figure 2a and b shows the SEM and TEM images of hexagonal platelets separated from the whiskers during etching. The contrast variations within the platelets observed by both methods may indicate some thickness variations caused by the etchant. HRTEM analysis (Figure 2c) confirmed that the produced platelets oriented along the basal planes are SiC crystals. The EDS analysis (not shown) of whiskers also showed that they are composed of Si, C, and O and there is no significant difference in the chemical composition of as-grown and etched whiskers.

**Raman Analysis.** Figure 3 shows the representative Raman spectra of single SiC whiskers before and after etching. The Raman spectrum of the original whiskers (Figure 3a) showed a single strong peak centered at around 794 cm\textsuperscript{-1}. The position of this peak and the absence of additional peaks of sufficient intensity at lower wavenumbers indicate the cubic (β or 3C) structure of SiC whiskers (Table 1). However, the small downshift of the peak from ~796 cm\textsuperscript{-1} and asymmetric broadening suggests the presence of stacking faults\textsuperscript{17} (which can also be viewed as inclusions of other polytypes), confirming the results of SAD and TEM.
Upon etching, although no peaks disappeared completely, the whiskers showed a markedly different intensity of Raman peaks. The peak at 794 cm\(^{-1}\) became more broadened and downshifted to lower frequency, where \(\alpha\)-SiC polytypes' peaks appear (Table 1). Additional characteristic peaks of the alpha phase emerged at low frequencies (260 and 600 cm\(^{-1}\)). Comparison of the observed spectra to the typical Raman spectra of the most common SiC polytypes (3C, 2H, 4H, 6H, and 15R) reported in the literature\(^{15}\) suggests that the etched whiskers consist mainly of 4H-SiC. Clearly, the etching dissolved most of the \(\beta\)-SiC present in the as-grown whiskers as shown schematically in Figure 4, leaving stacking fault areas, which can be considered as \(\alpha\)-SiC interlayers, behind.

The suggested reaction for the SiC etching process could be expressed through several steps:

reaction 1: \[
\text{SiC} + 2\text{HNO}_3 + 2\text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow 2\text{HNO}_2 + 4\text{OH}^- + \text{SiC}^{4+}
\]

reaction 2: \[
\text{SiC}^{4+} + 4\text{OH}^- \rightarrow \text{SiO}_2 + \text{CO}_2 + 2\text{H}_2
\]

reaction 3: \[
\text{SiO}_2 + 6\text{HF} \rightarrow \text{H}_2\text{SiF}_6 + 2\text{H}_2\text{O}
\]

Holes produced by the oxidizing agent, HNO\(_3\), (reaction 1) assist the oxidation (reaction 2). HF dissolves the formed oxide (reaction 3). The overall reaction with SiC is as follows:

reaction 4: \[
\text{SiC} + 2\text{HNO}_3 + 6\text{HF} \rightarrow \text{H}_2\text{SiF}_6 + 2\text{HNO}_2 + \text{CO}_2 + 2\text{H}_2
\]

Differences in the sensitivity of \(\alpha\)- and \(\beta\)-SiC to etching is known from several literature reports. Studies by Krasotkina et al.\(^{18}\) revealed that \(\alpha\)-SiC is stable against etching in the boiling mixture of concentrated HF, HNO\(_3\), and H\(_2\)SO\(_4\) acids, whereas \(\beta\)-SiC could be etched easily by such a mixture. Similar results were obtained by Lutsenko et al.\(^{19,20}\) who showed that \(\beta\)-SiC could be completely dissolved in the mixture of HF and HNO\(_3\), whereas technical SiC powder consisting of a mixture of \(\alpha\)- and \(\beta\)-SiC could be etched only partially.
Other etching methods could also express a large difference in the etching rate between α- and β-SiC (or between β-SiC and stacking faults) and thus potentially produce structures similar to those described in our paper (Figure 1). Each SiC polytype, for example, has different rates of electrochemical (e.g., anodic or photoelectrochemical) etching.9 Electrochemical etching completely removes β-SiC but leaves porous SiC on the surface of α-SiC.21 Different etching rates of stacking faults as compared to the bulk SiC are recognized as well. Weher et al.22 studied defect selective etching rates of stacking faults as compared to the bulk SiC activities.5,19 Electroless etching also usually exhibits p- and n-type selectivity between SiC polytypes having different conductivities.9 Electrochemical etching completely removes β-SiC (or between β-SiC and stacking faults) and thus potentially produces SiC-based devices including sensors and cellular probes.
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